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7ke use of d i s w q ~ u n q  indices (i.e., K-indiclices) in crystal struc/ui.e utm/ysis UJ 
UII ~ n d e x  for fhc ~ o r r e c l n e ~ s  ?f t r ia l  srructnres it1 the structurc con~,~lst~ori s t q e  
u d  UJ un i i ~ d c ~  indii:ating the e.~tcnr of ~-~$ni .~ ibr~r t  siuge w e  ~ w l i  k n o w .  A rrurliber 
qf' R-iildices I i o ~ ~ e  beoz sugpsred by various workers for rhcse p u r p ~ r s .  T h ~ j  
results obtuiiied,t?orn 11 systenwtic co i~ lpuru f i~e  .study of thc ~vurioui n o r m u / i , ~ ~ d  It- 
ind~ces for . f o l l o i ~ + ~ ~  thrrt, crysmllographic situations. ~lanzrly, (I) the srractsre 
con~pletion prorcrs, ( i l )  rejinement of un incotnplctc nzorlel a11d (ii i )  rrJi,wnfent o J a  
coupfete mo&l, w e  su~nnlurised uficr infroducing ihe ~ ~ e c ~ ~ i a r j  n o m ~ w c / ~ ~ t u r r .  
r~oturion m d  relevo~it cr~~stullogruphic litrruture. Thc results ohtainr,d from u 
conzpuratirr study of fhe i~ornia l isrd and lu~r~ornzuliscd Buoth t~>pe  i ~ r d i c e ~  b a e d  on 
i~rtcnvity corricd out ui&r cIi//ercnt crystullo~ruphic situations for usse~sing fltc 
o&a~rtclge of ihc ~mrnialisation p roced~rc  during. the str~~ctcirc c o t q ~ l ~ t i o n  atugi, arc 
ulso sunvnarised. The m c e r s i t ~ ~  of taking into account rhe space group s,y~nnzetrj 
of the crystul in the o ~ i l u o t i o n  of R-i~lrlices is pointed out. Cwercil fhaorr t iml  
e.xpressions for the nurnralisrd Booth typc index bused on intensi(y w /~ ich  ure I I S C ~ U ~  

to t e ~ t  the corrrctnevs of' an-v ?)pc of model for crysfols of the tr-idinic r~ionoclsiir. 
m r l  orihorhoinbic sj.\tenr~ are g iwn .  Thebe ure w l ~ d  e i ' ~ ! ~  yo!  e r j s tu f~  i+.1t11 0113 
I I U I M ~ P I ,  und fypcs of a t o m  in the unit cell. The expression it.l!ic/l accrrinm fo r  
rundunr errors in the intmsity dufu is also ,yil.cn, Otlrer use& 'of R-in dice^ ure iridi- 
cured. 

The method of crystal structure analys~s may be broadly described 
as a process in wh~ch a model (or trial st~ucturc) 1s first obtained b y  mdking 
use of the available mtensity data (say iva the Patterson Functlon or the 
dlrect methods) and then completed IF ~t were inconiplete by Fourier 
methods [I] and finally refiaed by the least-squares method to an extent 
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that will be collsistent wilh (i) the an~ount  and accul-acy of' the intensity 
dala and (ii) the deficie~icy of the rizodel. A t  any state during this process, 
it is useful to krlow whether the 4 model is reasoiiably, correct. i'hc only 

sllre way to ascertain this is to co:nparc and see whethcr thc ~~lculabct l  
str~~cture factor magniludes of the various reflections (it., ( li,= 1's) agree 
reasonably with their corresponding observed valucs (i.e., 1 Fo 1's). Though 
such a colnparison could be useful for specific reflections (for exa~uplc to 
detect t11e extinction effects), this tedious procedure is not generally followed. 
In practice one often computes the ratio R ( F )  or  the sum of thc discrc~>nncies 
/ I I - I,P,C 1 1 in the various reflections to the sum oC thcir I Ft, I valucs 
m d  uses ~t as an index to indicate thc extcnl of' the cliscrcpancy betwccn 
the proposed model and tbc truc s1ructu1-c. That is 

Though (I) is the conirno~ily used discrepancy index (i.c., li-index) a number 
of otllel- R-indices based on  the discrepancy between / F,, 1 and I F,,C 1 bave 
also been suggested in the literature for this purposc (see Scclion 4). We 
shall refer to such R-indices as unno~moli~rec/ R-indices. Srinivusan and 
Ramachandran [2] have pointed out that when Lhc model is not conlplete, 
the discrepancy belwceli / I;,, I and 1 I;,," / i n ,  (whcrc u,? is thc ~ x i i o  of the 
mean square structurc amplitude of the ~nodcl to that of the truc structure) 
would be morerclevant than that betwccn j I;,, 1 and I I;;," / for illc calcrllatioll 
of R-indices. They have therefore consitlcred a modified form of 111e 
conventional R-index using the discrepancy I j  F, I - 1 FPC / u, 1. This idea 
has later been extended to other lypes of R-indices by different workers 
[3] and [4]. Following Svinivasan and Ran~achandran [2]  we shall refer 
to such R-indices as the nor~nalised R-indices. Thus a varjety of the 
R-indices, nonnalised and unnormalised types, are available in the literature 
for use in crystal simcture analysis. It becomes therefore essential now to 
compare the relative efficiency of the various ava.ilnble R-indices undcr 
different crystallographic situations. This article is niostly collfi~led to such 
a study. 

A number of independent factors co~ltributc to the value of any R- 
index. These are: (i) Random and systumatic errors in the observed 
intensity data and (ii) Diffcl-ent types of deficiency in the model. The 
latter arises from a numbel- of factor-s such as (n) imperfections due to 

- Stereochemical c.iteria could also be uscd as additional chcch for l h c  vdidily of a nlodcl 
Particularl~ when a mrjor par[ u f  the rtiuctu,-e is known 



random errors in the atomic positions; (6) incotirpltfeness duc $0 non. 
illclusion of all the atoms of the unit cell of the crystal in the ]nodel ; (c) 
errors duc to non-inclusion of the bonding electrons, errors in the therrnal 
parameters, etc. A theoretical treatment of any R-index taking all these 
Factors into account becomes complicated and hence in the literature R- 
indices have often been evaluated only for certain special situations. In 
our comparative study also we shall make the following two assumptions: 
(i) The intensity data wili be assunled to be known with perfect accuracy 
e .  F, 1 = 1 F, I), (ii) we shall consider only two types of deficiencies of 
the modcl which make significant contributions to the value of any X-index, 
namely, the imperfection and the incompleteness lnentioned abovc in  (a) 
and (b) rcspectivciy. In spite of these simplifying assumptions the physical 
deductions that are obtained regarding the relative efficiency of the various 
R-indices could be expected to broadly hold good in practice. 

In Section 2 the nomenclature and notation needed for discussions in 
the later sections are explained. Since various workers have used different 
uotations for the various R-indices it becomes now essential to adopt a 
uniform notation for avoiding confusion and in Section 3 the notation 
employed for denoting the various R-indices is explained. Section 4 
summarises thc various cases for which R-indices have been evaluated in 
tho literature. In section 5 the results obtained from a comparative study 
of the various normaliscd R-indices under different crystallographic situations 
arc summarised. Since this study shows that of the various R-indiccs the 
Booth typc index based on intensity (see Section 3 for the definilion of this 
index) is the best when the model is incon~plete, i t  becomes necessary to 
compare the relative efficiency of the normalised and unnormalised Booth 
type indiccs during the structure completion stage. The results obtained 
from such a study are sumrnarised in Section 6. Section 7 deals with 
general theoretical expressions for the Booth type indices needed to  test 
for the correctness of any type of incomplete model o f  complex structures 
containing any number and species of atoms in the unit cell. These results 
are applicable to crystals of the triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhornbic 
systems. In Section 8 other possible uses of R-indices are pointed out. 

2. NOMENCLATURE AND NOTATION 

Consider a non-centrosymmetric crystal containing N atoms in the 
unit cell. Suppose at any given stage during crystaI structure analysis the 
proposed model contains P ( N) atoms so that N - P (= Q, say) will be 
the number of atoms yet to be located (i.e., unknown atoms). Let the 



con~ributlolls to tlle siruciure factor of a reflection H (- hlri) Tram the N.., 
p- and Q-atorns of the tl.uc slructurc be denoted hy I;',, Fp and F, Rspec- 
tively ;llld let FpC bc the calculated structure hctor  o i  that relicction. 11 

is obvious that F, is nothing but lhe trike structurc factor of t h ~  rcllcction 
hl alld that in the absencc of errors in t l ~ c  observed data I F, 1 - 1 F,, 1. Let 
nl.,j, j - 1 to P, represent the random positional cl-rors suggcstcd by tlic 
i~toms in the model. in the theoretical treatment it is assumed that (i) Lhe 

,\Tp31,s are ~l~utually independent rando~u vcctors obeyrng the same G ~ ~ u s i a n  
L. 

distribution and (ii) the i;rPi's are also ~ndependent of tbc position vcctors 
r,j's of the atonis in the structure. Physically these assumptions arc 
equivalent to the follo\bing: (i) thc fir,j's are the clcn~ents of a random 
salnplc of size P from a Gaussian population of a given u and (ii) the error 
in the pos~tion of atom j 1s independcnl of the positioi~ of any of the atoms 
in the structure and tbc errors in Lhc positions of the other atoms. From 
Luzzati's [5]  work on Lhe conventional R-index in the presence of random 
positional errors, i t  becomcs obvious that thc quantity U p  ( / I )  delined by 

is a uaerul paramctcr. L u z ~ t i  [5] 112s :also shown thrd D ,  ( I / )  (IiercaRer 
written as D for convenience) can bc rcprcsenlcd by thc following Gaussian 
function with spherical symmetry 

D = cxp (- CH' ( iir ),I ( 3 )  

where C : w3, 4~ and v3/4 for the I-, 2- and 3..dimensional cases respectiveiy 
and ( / av i ), is the mean or thc nlagnitudcs of the errors in the position 
vcctors of the atoms of the model. 

Types of Mude1.c 

From the point of vicw of positional errors [i.e., dcficic~icy ( ( I )  dcscribcd 
in section 11, modcls could be conveniently classified into four  types, namely, 
the related, unrelated, imperfectly related and thc semi-relaled types. ?huh 
a model in which all the .atoms are in correct locations is said to be of the 
relaied type. A model in which all the atoms are at completely wrong posi- 
tions is said to be of the utrrelnted type. A model in which the atoms suffer 
random parameter errors (whcih could be minirnised during a least-squares 
refinement) is said to be of the i~l?pe~:fgct!l: reluterl type. A model is said 
to be of the seri~i-reluted type if P, atoms in it are in correct locatio~ls while 
the remaining P - J', (= P, say) atoms arc in completely wrong loca~ions. 
From the point of view of irlcornplcteness [ i .e . ,  deficiency (b) doscribed in aec- 
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tion I], models could be classified into two types, namely. the complete and 
itlcomplete types. A model is said to bc of the coinpletr typc ~f it accounts 
foi all the N atoms in the unit cell of the crystal (i.e., P == N )  and it is said 
to be of the incomplete type if it contains only P out of N atoms (i.e., P <  N ) .  
When the deficiencies (a) and (b) co-exist, the models are to be classified by 
taking these two deficiencies into account. Thus we can talk of an imper- 
fectly related incomplete model, unl.elated complete model, etc. The 
various types of models that the thus possible and their characteristics ale 
sumrnarised in Table 1 by taking the lion-centrosymmetric casc as example. 
It is useful to note the following points: (i) Models met with during the initial 
stages of crystal structure analysis are of the imperfectly related incomplete 
type. (ii) The related complete model is nothing but the true structure. 
(iii) The rated and the unrelated cases can be thought o f  as two limiting 
situations of the imperfectly related case (i.e.. for the related case ( 1 t r  1 ) 
is zero and for the unrelated case ( I A r  I ), is large in value). (iv) The related 
and thc unrelated cases can also be interpreted as two limiting situations 
of the semi-related casc ( i . ~ . ,  for the related case P, = P and P,  = 0 while 
for the unrelated case P, = 0 and P, = P). 

A good measure of the random positional errors in the quantity 
( I Ar I ), which is related to D as in (3). A good measure o f  incompleteness 
of the model is the quantity ~,"efined by 

which denotes the fractional contribution to the local mean intensity from 
the atoms in the model (relative to that or the true structare). When all 
the atoms in the unit cell are similar, c , 9 n  (4) takes 1h.e simple form 

which is the fractional number of input atoms i n  the model (relative to the 
true structure). When both deficiencies (a) and (6) coexist, St-inivnsan and 
Rnmnchandran [61 have shown that the quantity of interest is uA defined 
hy 

n, = nlD (6) 

Following Srinivasan and Ramichandran [6] we shall also define rB t o  be 

It is convenient to define o: by 

ugZ= ( l~!z) / I IFqle)  , 



Mean coordinate error 
( 1  Ar I) P N 

R e l ~ ~ c d  I n  complete model i<el,~letI complcle nlodel 
i true ~lructure) 

Finire hut  %mail Imperredly relaied in- Imperfectly rekited complete 
very large complete model model 

Unrelated incomplete Unrelated complete model 
model 

Zero for some of the Semi-related incomplete Senli-related compkte model 
atoms and very model 
large Tor !he others 

Nore.-A group of P atom* of scattering power fp,'s at locations rp,'s is denoted by 
( fP,. r p J .  j = l to P. 

so that 

rr,? t o,' = 1 (9) 

The probable values of o,, D and u,, for the various types of models are 
summarised in Table 11. 

In order to simplify our discussions, it is convenient t o  divide the 
process of crystal structure analysis into two stages. namely. the .~trurt loe 
cornpktion .stage and the conventional refinement stage. The former is 
defined to be the stage during which only a part of the structure is known 
(it . ,  o12< 1) while the latter is defined to be the stage during which all the 
atoms i n  the structure would be known but for the random parameter 
errors (we are not concerned here with the hydrogen atoms). For  conve- 
nience we shall speak of the following two situations in the structure comple- 
tion stage, namely, the structure completion process and the refinement 
of an incomplete model. The former refers t o  the process during which 



more and move unknown a t o m  are located by Fourier methods and added 
to an  i~icomplete model. Thus cI3 increases towards i during this process. 
In the latter situation, 0,' renlains fixed in value while ( 1 Or j )p decreases. 

Prohahie p dues of el,  D rrnd a .for the diflerent type.i of inode1.r 

No. Type of Modd 01 D "A 

I .  Related incomplete 
Model 0 c 0, .:~ I 1 O:o,i 1 

2 .  imperfectly related 
incomplete Model 0 : 0, : I 0 B < I O < o, , 1 

3.  Unrelated incomplzle 
Model 0 c : u 1 i 1  0 

4. Related completc 1 1 1 
Model 

5. Tmperfectly rclnicd 
complete Model I fl:n-crl O . - r n , < l  

6. Unrelated complete 
Model I 0 

7. Semi-relnted incomplete 0 < o, < 1 
Model 

8. Semi-related complete 
Model 1 

-- . . 
I .  ,I2. For the semi-related case D and N O ~ C . - U ~  - o , ~ ,  O, = ,/I - : 0, -- \IT--- R- 

aa arc not defined. 

I t  is obvious that the results in this section apply to the centrosymmetric 
case as  well. However it is necessary t o  note that lhe positional errors for 
this case will be given by &,j, j == I t o  PI2 where P,'2 is the nuu~bzr of 
known atoms in the asymmetric unit. 

In this paper we shall use the abbreviations C and NC to stand for 
the terms " centrosymmetric " and . " non-centrosymmetric " respectively: 



and the abbreviations R, UR, IR and SR for the t e r m  "related ". " un- 
related ", " imperfectly related " and " semi-related " respectively. 

The discrepancy of a model relative to the true structure could he 
conveniently measured in terms of the expectation values of the discre- 
pancies between the quantities in any one of the following pairs: F, 1, 
1 FpC I ; I,, IpC (where IN = 1 F ,  I 2  and Ipc = 1 Fpc 1%) ;  1 FN 1 ,  I Fpc 1 / n, 
and G, Ipr/o,P. Some simple types of discrepancies between the qunatities 
in these pairs are defined in Table 111. Of these, those in rows (2), (3). 
(5) and (6)  could be conveniently referred to as fractional discrepancies. 
A number of different types of R-indices could be defined using these or 
any of their powers (e.g., squares). The R-indices that are of some interest 

Some possible types o f  discrepancies between the structure factor 
magnitudes (or intensities) or the true structlrre m d  its model 

Discrepancy Based On 
No. --- 

Structure Factor Intensity 
Magnitude 

Note.-The (or in the dcaominscor of (2) and (5 )  denotes that whichever is gtcatcr is to bc 
wd in the evaluatiop of tho frsctiomrl d1xrrap9olcy. Also .+ ( 1  F ~ O ~ S ) / ( \  Fii In). 
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are defined in Table IV along with their symbols. The normalised R- 
indices are deuoted by using ' 1 ' as post-subscript to  the R-index syn~bol 
(e.g., R,). The fractional type indcx based on eithcr of the discrepancies 
defined in rows (2) or (5) of Table 111 is denoted by using an asterisk  nark 
as a post-superscript (e.g., R*). The fractional type index based on either 
of the discrepancies defined in rows (3) or (6) of Table 111 are denoted by 
using an 'f' as a post-siiperscript for the R-index sy~nbol (e.g., R f ) ,  The 
indices based on the square of any of the discrepancies is called the Booth 
type index and are denoted by using the letter ' B ' as a presubscript to  the 
R-index symbol (e.g., B,). R-index could be defined with either the struc- 
ture amplitude 1 F I or the intensity I and this is ind~cated by using F or I 
in parantheses (e.g., R (F) or R (I)). The conventional R-index defined 
in (1) is thus to be denoted by R (F). 

The following points may be noted: (i) Though R-indices for models 
met with in crystal structure analysis are in general monotonically increasing 
function of sin B/h, these are usually computed by taking all the available 
reflections as a single group. Such an overall value for any R-index is 
denoted by (R), in this article. (ii) In the case of ahy model of a given 
crystal, the overall value of any R-index could be calculated in two ways 
namely, (a) by using the definition in column (2) of Table IV which involves 
the use of the actual structure factor magnitudes or intensities as the case 
may be or (h)  by using the results in the last column of Table IV which in- 
volves the use of the normalised structure factor magnitudes (i.e., y's) o r  t h e  
normlised structure factor intensities (i.e., 2's) as the case may be. For any 
given fractional type R-index the two ways would yield the same result and 
hence need not be distinguished. However, for the others, overall values 
computed by the two ways? would in general differ [see point (iv) for an 
exception] and hence it becomes necessary to incorporate this aspect also in the 
notation for R-indices. R-indices computed using y-values will be denoted 
by using y in parantheses and those computed using z-values by using z in 
parantheses. Thus while R, ( F )  = E I F, I - / FpC I / o, 1 / 2 I Fw 1, R, ( y )  
= Z 1 y, - yPC I / 2 y,. (iii) The value of any R-index computed by 
either of the two ways by using reflections in a sufficiently narrow region 
of sin O/h will be nearly equal. (iv) Though for an equal aton1 slructure, 
the value of any R-index for the related case would be indepe~ldent of sin Bjh, 
this is not so for crystals with dissimilar atoms. Hence for practical appli- 
cations of the theoretical results this aspect must be taken into account in 

t In the ksse of any *on-fractional type R-index, the former method g i v e  greater weight 
to reflections with smaller value of sin417 asd hence would yield smaller value for the &index 
(sea [13]). 



N o .  

-~ 
I .  

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

7.  

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Notat ion  Deiin41on R t l a t i o n  t o  the 
Noriualised Vnr~ables - 

( 1 ?N - JPc 1 
(?N ) 

( I ?N =?J'I, 
( J'N ) 

( ( !'N - UT J'P' 1' ) 

. Nore.-Hele 2 is the summation over the n available refiections. 

The notation in column (2)  for the R-mdicer is due to Professor R. Srinivasan. In case of 
any given fractional type R-index, the expressions I U  colun~ns 3 and 4 in the relevant row are 
equwalent independent of the value of sin @/A However for an R-mdex of other types such an 
equivalence is vahd only when the reflections used belong to a sufficiently narrow region of sin 
Blh within whlch the atoinic scatterrng faclors can be treated as constants. 



the evaluation of (R),. Similar statement is true for the mrelated case also. 
(v) In the couvenlional rctinesnent stage uI2 CI 1 and ilence the normal~sed 
I?-index of any given type becoines identical to the corresponding type of 
unnornlalised R-index. 

4. THE  CASE^ FOR WHICH R-INDIC~S HAW BEEN EVALUATLD 

1h THE LITERATURL 

It is relevant here to su~nmarise the cases for which R-indices have 
been theoretically evaluated in the literature. The types of crystals for 
which such evalualions havc been carried out can be conveniently grouped 
into two categories, namely, (i) those which satisfy the requirements of the 
basic Wilson distributions and (ii) those which do not. Crystals with 
(a Few) heavy atoms, with pseudosymmetry in the structure, with dissimilar 
atoms, etc., come under category (ii) while those with a sufficiently large 
number of similar a t o m  (at general positions) in the asymmetric  ini it come 
under category (i). 

Studies pertaining to crystuls contnining a large number qf si~nilar atoms: 

The conventional index R (F) is the one that is  co~unio~~ly  used in 
crystal structure analysis. Wilson [7] has worked out the values of R (I;) 
for the C and the NC cascs when tlic model is of the ~~nrelated coniplete 
type. Lizzati [5]  has obtained its relationship to the parameter D for an 
imperfectly related complete model and used his results to study the varia- 
tion of R ( P )  as a function of sin 0 corresponding to diffcrent specific values 
of ( 1  arl) Srinivasan e f  01 [8] have evaluated it as a function orvI2corres- 
ponding to two limiting siruations (i.e., the R and UR cases). The effect 
of random errors in thermal parameters on (R (F))F)), has bcen comidered by 
Stanley [9] for a complete model. He also evaluated (R (J))F)),as a function 
of the standard deviation o (r) in the positions of the atoms for different 
values of the temperature factor B (see [lo] to [12]). Srinivasan and Rama- 
chandran [6] have evaluated R, ( y )  as a function of crA. Chandrasekharan 
and Srinivasan [I31 have obtained curves of (R, ( y ) ) ,  vs ( j  Ar :) Tor diffe- 
rent values of ~ ~ , % n d  these are applicable for 2-dimensional data. Tlieoretical 
expressions for R, (3) for the C and NC cases have bcen derived by Partha- 
sarathy and Srinivasan 3 and these are valid for imperfectly related incomplete 
models. Booth 1141 has worked out, using certain reasonable assumptions, 
the relationship of (BE to the r.m.s. error in the coordinates for a complete 
model corresponding to an NC crystal. Parthasarathy and Parthasarathi 
[15] have obtained theoretical expressions for BK W' and B K I Z 1  for the 
SR case from which they have deduced the results for the R and UR cases, 
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~i~~~ have also obtained exprcssiona for the latter index For the C' and NC 
cases take into accourit G:~ussia~i c~noi-s in ihc obscived inteusities and 
tllose in atomic positiuns. The cfiecl of a badly misplnccd aloi-11 in an other- 
wise correct complete model on thc indices R ( F ) ,  R '(l) and B" "' has been 
discussed by Wilson [16]. Hc has also considered thz ovei-all effect of tiifirent 
types of errors such as errors in the intensily data. random errors in posi- 
tional and ~hermal parameters, erc. Lcnslrn 1171 has conMcred the erect 
of a badly misplaced atom in an othel-wise correct incompleie ~nodcl o n  BR ('1. 

Theoreticat expressions for the indev Z'(1, - d f i c ) "2  /A,C"wl~ich can he 
taken to be a modified forn~ or the index RR ('I) for Ihe C'and NC cases 
have been derived by Luzzaii I181 and these arc \ d i d  for models of the 
ilnperfcctly related conlplete type. Srinivasan and Srikrishnan [I91 have 
evaluated the indices R* (F) and R* (I) for a model which is of the unrelated 
complete type. Tlic curves of (R,* (Fl),, vs ((  /:r 1 )  and (Kt* (I)), rr 
(! & 1) for different specific valurs of n,? linve been obtaiiicd by Srikrishnan 
and Sri11iv;isan 141 and thcw arc valid Tor t l ~ c  2-tiinicnsional casc. They 
have also later obtained t l ~ c  corresponding r z s~~ l i s  for ihe 3-dimensional 
case and the results are not accurate due to  the inappropriate weighting 
used in the calculation [20]. Reccnily, Parthasarathy and Parihasaraihi 
[21] (see also [22]) have made a compi~rativc st ~ idy  of the variom normalised 
R-indices under d ikrent  crystallographic hiluations. In that paper they 
have also obtained explicit expressions for a nuniher of ~iormalised R- 
indices for which such results were not available in the literature. Their 
results for the overall values of the K-indiccs are f o ~ .  the 3-dimensional 
case and are applicable for indices calc~llaied using the nor~naliscd variables 
( i a ,  y or z). 

Studie.9 pertaining to crystols ~ v i l h  pseudosyntmeiq~ hemy atotris or dirrin7ilnr 
atorils 

Owing to theoretical difficulties R-indices for such crysials have been 
evaluated only for the R and UR cases. Doughlas and Woolfson [23] 
have derived the maximum probable valus of R (F) for a lhyperccniric 
structure. The maximum probable values of BR ( F )  and BR 1') fol. st]-uctures 
with different types of pseudosymmetry of :hc Rogers-Wilsoil lypcs (see 
[24] and 1251) have been worked out by Wilson 1261 and Parthasaratl~i and 
Parthasarathy [27]. Theoretical expressions for the index X ( I ,  - INc)2/ 
2 I&* and the index BR (u' for an NC crystal with a degree of centvosymmetry 
have been derived by Luzzati [IS] and Swaminathan and Srinivasan [28] 
respectively. The values of R (y), R, b), R, * (F) and R,* (I) (for the R 
and UR cases) for triclinic crystals containing- two heavy atoms in the unit 



cc:l! w l m  the hwvy at0111 part conslit~~tes the ~ i ~ o d e !  arc also ;~vnilablt: i n  the 
liter2ltui.e (see [29] and 1301). T l ~ c  t.xpressions for B R ' y )  and BR"' foj. 
triclinic cryst:~ls will1 two or nwny heavy atoins'wher these atoms a r e  taken 
to coilstitutc llic inudel h:oc been obtained for the X and UR cases by 
Pctrlhnsaralhy and P:irLl~asarathi [IS]. Wilson [26J has obtained expressioiis 
for thc largest likely values of the indices BK IF)  and BX ''1 and his results nae 
vahd cven for cases where the number of atoms in thc unit cell are sinall 
or ditrcr in scattering power. Ile has also discussed the problcm o l  scaling 
wit11 T C ~ ~ I C I I C C  t~ the index BR "I.  Parthasa~nthi and Parthasaratliy ([31] 
and [3Zj) Iraw obtaiiiccl Iheoretical cxpressions for UR1 i Z )  and BR for 
tuiclinic. monocliii~c and o~-ihorl~o~nbic CI-ybials containing one o r  Lwo heavy 
atoms in tilc asymmetiic unit when the hcasy atom part constitiites the 
model. '1-hcy havc also carried out a comparative sludy of lhc normdised 
and u~mormalised 600th typc indices under different crystallographic 
situations 1321. 

,'%fire recent studies 

Of the various R-indices, tbc Booth type index based on intensity is 
the casiest lo manip~ilate theoretically [I61 and hence theoretical cxpressions 
for this indcx for different cnscs of more general scope have been recently 
derived by difl"ercnt .sol-kers. T ~ L I S ,  Darthasaraihy [331 has obtained general 
theoretical oxpressions for BRz'"' and RK'.z) applicable to any co~liplex 
crystals of tile triclinic, nionocli~iic and orthorhombic systems when any 
part o r  the structurc'constitutes the nlodel. Wilson 1341 has obtained 
&xpresions for BR [or the S R  case and used his results to  deduce results 
for other special cases. These are valid for crystals belonging Lo space 
groups of higller symmetry. lie has given expressions which account for 
anomalo~ls scattering. Lenstra 1351 has discussed the effect of space group 
symmetry elemenls and pseudosymmetry in struct~ire on  BR usi11g a n  
interesting approach based on thc properties of thc Patterson function. 

Thus a variely of K-indices have been evaluated i n  the literature for 
diEerent lypes of models and crystals and i t  becomes now essential t o  com- 
pare thc relative cfficicncq- of the difrerent R-indices under diffcrent crystallo- 
graphic situations. Thc results of such a study on ilorrnalised R-indices 
will be su~mnariscd in the next section. 

5. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE VAI~IOUS NORMALISED R-INDICES 

Evaluation of' the ovevuN in dice.^ (R) ,  

The theoretical expressions for the various oormalised R-indices 
obtained by different workers [2], 131, [21] and 1221 for the general case 



of an imperfectly related incomplete model when both the crystal and 
model satisfy the requirements of a Wilson distribution are sommarised 
in Table V. It is seen from this table that each normalised R-index is a 
function of nA and hence depend on the q~~antities 0," ( 1  & 1) and 
H (= 2 sin B / X )  implicitly. For a comparative study as well as for the 
practical application it would be useful to obtain thc overall values of the 
various R-indices by taking all the reflections as a single group. If Hn,dx 
denotes the maximum magnitude of the reciprocal lattice vector for the 
reflections included in the calculation of the R-index, then the ovcrall valuc 
of the R-index denoted by (R), car! be shown to bc [21] 

Equation (10) is valid for the 3-dimensional case and that too for indices 
calculated using the normalised variables ( y  or z as the case may be). The 
value of (R), for any given values of o,%nd ( i  Ar. 1 )  is to be obtained by 
substituting the expression for the relevant R-index from Table V in (10) 
and carrying out the resulting integration. For crystals containing similar 
atoms o18 (= PIN) will be practically independent of (sin O / X )  and hence 
can be treated as a constant as far as the integration over H is concerned. 
In all cases the integral in (10) (index BRl is an exception and for the 
explicit expressions for (BR1 (tl)H for the C and NC cases .m [21]) is to be 
evaluated nuinerically for given values of u,' and ( 1  Ar I ) .  The variation 
of (R), as a function of oI2 for a given ( 1  Ar 1) or that of (R), as a function 
of ( 1  Ar 1) for a given o,%ould therefore be obtained. Parthasarathy and 
Parthasarathi [21] (see also [22]) have obtained such functional relationships 
in the form of suitable curves and used them for carrying out the comparative 
study of the various normalised R-indices under three different crystallographic 
situations. The situations considered are (i) structure completion process, 
(ii) refinement of an incomplete model and (iii) refinement of a complete 
model. 

Strzrcmtz completion process.-During this process, since the atoms in 
the model suffer random positional errors such that ( 1  Ar I) =: 0. IA, the 
relevant curves for the present situation are those of R, vs u12 for ( 1  a r  / )  
= 0. l f t .  These are shown in Fig. ( I  a) for the C case and Fig. (1 b) for 
the NC case. These figures show that (B%('J), has a systematic and 
practically linear fall with increasing value of u,?. Further it has the 
largest value for the slope for any given value of ole. Thus of the various 



P 

Illdex Ccntrusyrnmcl~~~c Casc N0n-Cenlrosymmclric Case 

:Vote.-Here .& (a, b ;  c ;  X) is the hype~ge0111eti'lC fllnction with in0 numerator and one 
denom~naior pavarnetejs. K ( k )  and E (k) are coinplelo elliptic ~ntegrals of the fust and second 
kind respectwely. Though R,' (F) i H,* (y),  we have used the latter symbol for uniformity. 
Similar stalement holds gmd r b  other frac(imal !rile indices. 

nor~nalised R-indices, the index BR$ (2) seems to be the best for use during the 
structure coinpletion process. Since (BRl '")H a h  shows a practically 



lillear fall with increasing value of 0," BRR, (?Ii limy also be preferred next 
only to BRz C Z J .  It is  ~ d e v a n t  to not hcrc that R, (y) which is thc norma]ised 
form or the conventiorla! R-indcx is inferior to the indcx BRl 'ul. Fuj.ther, 
the fractional type indices are seen to be least suited for this s~tuation. 

Refinetlzerzt of on it~conqdete n?odelel.--A model which accounls for 50% 
of the atoms of the true structure is a typical example of an incomplete inode[. 
Hence Parthasarathy and Parthasal-athi [21] obtained graphs of (A), ys 

(I LI. I) for 0," 0.5 and these are shown in Fig. 2 n for the C case and 
Fig. 2 b for the NC case. I1 is scen from these figures that for this situatioll 
also the indcx BRx izJ is the best. Tt is interesting to see that all the R-indices 
become practically insenstiti-ve in the region ( 1  / \r  1) < 0.05 .& showing 
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Fm. 1. Representation of the overall values of the various normalised R-indices as a function 
or or2 when ( 1  a u  1) = 0-1 A. The curves in (a) ace for thc Ccaso and those in (6) al-e lor the 
NC case. The numbers 1 to 8 against the various curves are used todenote the R-indms such 
that 

1 - 1 j ,  2 -t BR. 'P', 3 +- RI* 0, 4+ R*f (y) 

5 - r  R,(zj, 6 - t  B R ' l a l ,  7 i  RI* (2) and 8-t  RJ (4. 

thereby that refinement of an tncomplete model to a high order could not 
be ~udged by the use of R-ind~~es.  In this connectmn it IS relevant to note 
that the study on the p~obability d!strlbut~on o f  the phase angle error has 
also shown that the refinement of an ~nconlplete model would n o t  be  rapld 
[36]. 

Re@nent of a complete model.-Durmg thls stage oI2 -- 1 .0  and 
( 1  Ar 1 )  tends to zero. Thus the curves of (R), as a functron of ( 1  i\r 1)  
for uI2 = 1.0 are the relevant ones for this situation and these are shown 



in Fig. 3 a for the C casc and Fig. 3 b for the NC case. From a study 
of ihese figures and also from the calculation of the actual slopes of the 
curvcs at different points of the ( 1  Ar /)-axis the following conclusions have 
been obtained 1221 : (a) In the final refinement stage (say ( 1  Ar 1 )  6 0.05 A) 
the fractional type indices based on intensity (particularly R,f (2)) are prefe- 
rable to the others. (6) When ( 1  Ar I) lies in the interval 0.05 6 ( 1  Ar I) 
6 0.13 A (this could be referred to as the initial stages of refinement), the 
index R, (2)  seems to be the best for the C case. However, for the NC case, 
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Fro. 2. Representat~on of the overall values of the various normalised R-indices as a 
function of ( I  nr 1 )  for an imperfectly related incomplete model with - 0.5.  The curws in 
(a) are for the C case and those in (b) are for the NC case. The numbers 1 to 8 against the 
various curves denote the varlous R-indices and for the details see the captlon to Fig. I .  

a choice between R, (2) and R,f (z) seems to be difficult to  make from purely 
theoretical considerations. Practical application in actual crystal structure 
refinements is needed to arrive at a unique decision. 

From the above discussions it becomes clear that of the various noma- 
lised R-indices, the Booth type index BEl is the best for use during the 
structure completion stage. During this stage since oI2 i 1, the normalised 



and unnormalised indices of a given type differ. Thus it is useful to make 
a comparative study of the relative efficiency of the normalised and unnorma- 
lised Booth type indices BS and BR IL' ,during this stage in order to see 
whether the normalisation concept i s  a dseful one. Such a comparative 
study has been carried by Parthasarath'i and Parthasarathy [32] corres- 
ponding to the following cases: (i) the case when the crystal and the model 
sztisfy the requirements of a Wilson distribution and (ii) the cases of 
triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic crystals containing p (= 1 or 2) 
heavy atoms in the asymmetric unit, the heavy atom part being the model. 
The results obtained for these cases will be summarised in section 6. 

ma. 3 a 
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FIG. 3 6 

FIG. 3. Reppasentation of the overall value, of the various normalised R-indices as a function 
of (I Ar I) for an imperfectly related complete model (i.e., oLP = 1). The curves in (a) are for the 
C oase and those in (b) are for the NC case. The numbers 1 to 8 against the various curve6 
mronmpond to the different R-indices (for details see caption to Pig. 1). 

6 .  W A U T I V B  STUDY ON THE RELATIVE EFF~CIENCY 
OF THE INDICES BR2 AND P IZJ 

The case when the crystal and model satisfy the requirements of a Wilson 
distribution 
Structure Completion process.-The variation of BRx and BR 'eJ for 

the & +nd Up cases arg shown in Fip 4 a  f o ~  the C case and Fie. 4 



for the NC case. It is seen that the distruction between the R and UR 
cases is more marked for the normalised index than for the unnormalised 
index. Hence is preferable to BR (Z' for this situation. 

Refinement of an incomplete model.-The curves of (BR1 (*)), alld 
(BR (ZJ)E as a function of (I Ar I )  for three different values of oI2, namely, 
u,"= 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 are shown in Fig. 5 a for the C case and Fig. 5 b 
for the NC case. These figures clearly show that the normalised index is 
preferable to the unnormalised index for this situation as well, 
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Fro. 4. Graphical representation of the unnorrndised and normalised Booth type indices 
based on normalised intensity as a function of q3 for the related and unrelated case% The curves 
in (a) are for the C we and those in (b) are for the NC case. Note that the curves for the 
normalised and unnormalised indices corresponding to the related case have coincided. 

The cases of trichnic, monocl~fl~c and orfhorhombic crystals cmtafning 
p (= 1 or 2) heavy atomc. in the aJymmetrlc unit, the heav.y-atom part 
being the model 

Parthasarathi and Parthasarathy ([31] and [32]) have obtained the 
theoretical expressions for the indices BR> and B" 'L' for the present 
~ituation under the following assumptions: (a) The structure factor F, d u ~  



to the unknown atoms follow the acentric o r  centric Wilson distribution 
according as the crystal is NC or C. (b) All atoms in the asymmetric unit 
occur at general positions. (c) All the heavy atoms in the asymmetric 
unit are of the same type. The theoretical expressions have been derived 
for the R and UR cases and these are found to be functions of the fractional 
heavy-atom contribution o,? (note that oa2 = 1 - 0,''). Further it has been 
found that the theoretical values of these indices for the R and UR cases for 
crystals belonging to all but two of the 74 space groups of the triclinic, 
monoclinic and orthorhombic systems (FddZ and Fddd are the exceptions) 
could be obtained from only 7 categories of expressions. The theoretical 
values of BR. i2) and BR (*I as a function of oI2 for the R and UR cases 
corresponding to the 7 categories of space groups are given in Table VIa 
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Fio. 5. Representation of the overall values of the nonnalised and unoormaliswl Bwth 
type indices based on normalised irltensity as a function of ( 1  A r  1) for an imperfectly related 
incomplete model corresponding lo three diKerent values ol q2, namely, 0.3, 0 . 5  and 0.1. The 
curves in (a) are for the C case and those in (b) are for the NC case. 

for the case of crystals with one heavy atom In the asymmetric unit and m 
Table Vl h for crystals wlth two heavy atoms In the asymrnetrlc unit. 
In t h ~  table the numbers 1 to 7 ln the first column correspond to the 
numbers in column 1 of Table I of Foster and Hargreaves [37] and these 
numbers are referred to as space group category number for convenience 
From a knowledge of the space group of the crystal, the category number 
of the space group could be read~ly determmed (for details see Foster and 
p ~ r e a v e s  [37]). The space groups correspodning Lo categories 1, 3, 
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TABLE VII 

General theoretical expressions for BR1 IZ '  ,for the related and unrelated 
types of models for conzplex erystak of the triclinic, monoclinic and 

orthorhombic systems when all atoms in the asymmetric unit 
are at general positions 

Space group 
category Related Case Unrelated Case 
number 

fl = 1 - .,,a, 
t ,  = 3 - 2 o , P  - mt4, 

f8 = cp+ c,,, 
t, = s", - c,, 
f. = 2 - C", 

t,, = 8 - C,, 

tr = 1 - o,P+ q', 
t ,  = 3 - 20,= + 3cL4, 
t a  - (2=1P - 1) Cp - C,, 

t s  =o,*c,+ C,, 

t , ,  = 4 - C,, 
r,. ;- R +  C , .  

and 6 are NC and those corresponding to the categories 2, 4 and 7 are C. 
A study of Table VI shows that the normalised index is preferable to the 
unnormalised index in testing for the correctness of the heavy atom posi- 
tions. This has been found to be so in the case of a number of actual crystals 
containing one heavy atom per asymmetric unit [32]. This greater efficiency 
of the nomalised R-index might be due to the fact that it could be interpreted 
to correspond to the R-value of a point atom structure in the case of crystals 
with similar atoms and to a structure with atoms in which the electron density 
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is more concentrated (i.e., an approximation towards the point atom situation) 
in other cases [32].  It is also interesting to see tha* for a given value of crI2 

the R-indices become more efficient for space groups of higher category 
number. Thus it is clear that for obtaining better results, it is necessary 
to take into account the space group symmetry of the crystal in the evalua- 
tion of the R-indices. 

Since the normalised Booth type index based on intensity has been 
found to be the best one for use during the structure completion stage, it 
would be quite useful to obtain general theoretical expressions for this index 
that could be used to lest the correctness of any type of incomplete model 
of complex structures containing any number and species of atoms in the 
unit cell. Such expressions for the R and UR cases have been derived recently 
by Pathasarathy [33] for crystals belonging to the triclinic, monoclinic and 
orthorhombic systems (Fdd2 and Fddd are exceptions). The relevant 
expressions for BRx ' Z '  applicable to crystals containing all atoms in general 
positions are given in Table VII for the 7 categories of triclinic, mono- 
clinic and orthorhombic space groups. It is seen that these expressions depend 
on three quantities, namely, uI2, C, and Cp,  which are defined below. 

where 

Obviously Sj (m) is the sum of the mth powers of the atomic scattering 
factors of the atoms in the group ,j ( j  = n or p) of the asymmetric unit. Also 
n denotes the total number of atoms in the asymmetric unit while p denotes 
the number of known atoms of the asymmetric unit. Thus the theoretical 
values of BRz (2) for the R and OR cases could be calculated from the rele- 
vant expressions of Table V11 from a knowledge of the contents of the 
asymmetric unit of the crystal and the model. Methods of obtaining the 
theoretical values of this index for crystals andmodels with atoms in both 
general and special positions are also discussed by Pathasarathy [33] and 
for details the original paper may be referred. Theoretical expression for 



this index when the intensity data suffer rnildo~u errors of the Gaussian 
type with parameters ( 0 , ~ ~ )  has been shown lo be 1331 

BRI (41 = [BR, + 0 ~ ~ / ( 1 ~ ~ ) ] / [ 1  + U ~ ~ / ( I ~ ~ ) ]  (14) 

In (141, BR3 represents the jndex obtained with accurate intensity data 
(i.e., the I Fo I - I FN ';, case) and Bn1 (%' denotes the index calculated using 
normalised intensity data derived from the observed intensities. 

In crystal structure analysis, though R-indices are mostly used for 
indicating the correctness of trial structulres in Lhe structure completion 
stage and the extent of refinement during the reiinernent stage, other uses 
also been discussed by different workers. Thus Bhuiya and Stanlcy [38] 
(see also [lo]) have suggested a minimun~ residual method for refining crystal 
structures and this method has been found to be successful even for cascs 
where the conventional least squares ~nclhod of rclincment fails. Hamil- 
ton 1391 has developed significance test based on the R-factor ratio and these 
tests allow one to decide whether thc addition of parameters or the imposi- 
tion of fixed relationships between parameters results in a significant improve- 
ment or a significant worsening of the ageenlent between the observed and 
calculated structure factor magnitudes. These tests are also useful for 
determining the absolute configuration of a non-centrosym~netric structure 
(see also lbers and Hamilton [40]) without the necessity of n~easuring intensi- 
ties for (hkl) and ( iz i )  pairs. For details the original papers may be referred. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The various types of R-indices behave differently under different 
crystallographic situations. The index based on intensity is in general 
preferable to the corresponding jndex based on structure factor magnitude. 
During the structure completion stage the normalised index BR, (*) is the 
best. During the initial refinement slage either R, (r) or R,f (2) could be 
used in preference to the others. The fractional type indices based on inten- 
sity, particularly Rf (r), are to be preferred duriilg the final stages of refine- 
ment. The normalised index is more powerful than the unnormalised 
index during the structure completion stage. 

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor G. N. 
Ramachandran for his constant interest and encouragement. He is thankful 
to Mr. V. Parthasarathi for this help in the preparation of the manuscript. 
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